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Hansard Thursday, 23 August 2012

Speech by

Hon. Jann Stuckey

MEMBER FOR CURRUMBIN

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT

Aviation Tourism
Hon. JA STUCKEY (Currumbin—LNP) (Minister for Tourism, Major Events, Small Business and the

Commonwealth Games) (9.54 am): Once again I rise to report good news for Queensland on the aviation
front. Just two days ago the Premier informed the House of the abundance of new flights coming into our
state, both international and domestic. I am now able to inform the House that, in the month of July, there
were almost three million passenger movements across our domestic and international airports. This is an
increase of more than five per cent on the same time last year. This is more evidence that Queensland is
most definitely open for business. As I said on Tuesday in this chamber, from Coolangatta to Cairns the
skies are buzzing. Gold Coast Airport in my electorate of Currumbin showed the largest increase, with a
jump of more than 10 per cent across both domestic and international terminals—and this is before Qantas
begins its direct flights from Sydney!

Brisbane Airport saw almost two million movements in July, an increase of almost two per cent, and
this can only grow given our recent announcement of increased flights by both China Southern and Etihad.
Likewise, both Cairns and Mackay have seen a spike, both recording an increase of more than five per
cent. Cairns domestic terminal saw almost 350,000 passenger movements, making July 2012 the busiest
month ever recorded at the airport. The sky will literally be the limit once China Eastern and then China
Southern flights begin later this year. Boosting access to our major tourism centres is vital to reaching the
government’s goal of doubling overnight visitor expenditure by 2020, and this is why we established the
Attracting Aviation Investment Fund to encourage new routes and expand current ones and bring more
tourists into our great state. The Newman government is determined to return Queensland to its rightful
place as Australia’s No. 1 tourist destination. We recognise tourism as one of the four pillars of our
economy—as opposed very much to those opposite, who all but ignored this vital industry. They did not
even have a department for tourism! We now do and these figures are further proof of the Premier’s and
this government’s foresight. These figures are a clear sign that the LNP government is getting on with the
job and that, yes, we are definitely open for business. 
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